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Helping Franchises 
Streamline Their 
Recruitment Efforts

 



 


PandoLogic’s recruitment advertising solutions provide 
franchise operators with an all-in-one platform to manage 
their hiring needs. Our robust solutions allow you to focus 
on what matters most, like effectively running your 
business and connecting with great talent.

pandoIQ automates and optimizes the entire job advertising process. Reach 

candidates across thousands of job sites, effectively manage spend, and leverage 

powerful data insights - all in one place.


pandoSELECT combines the power of pandoIQ with conversational AI chat and a simple candidate 

management dashboard. Streamline your hiring process from start to finish to speed up your time to hire.



The Power of AI 


Candidate Qualification & Management

Engaging Conversational AI 


Always In Your Corner

save time and effort on recruitment 
advertising by automating the process of 
buying, posting, and optimizing your job 
campaigns with pandoIQ



 
access applicant details and chat screening 
answers in one place, to quickly assess 
qualifications and speed up your time to hire.



capture applicant qualifications quickly and 
enhance the candidate experience with a 
dynamic recruitment chatbot



 

PandoLogic’s dedicated team will support your 
campaigns from start to finish with expert 
recommendations and optimizations.


 Improved Staffing Level

 Lower Cost Per Applican

 Increased Conversion Rate

 Reduced Turnove

 Reclaim Time Spent on Recruitmen

 Add Efficiencies to Your Processe

 Reduce Candidate Ghosting
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The PandoLogic 

Difference



 



 


With pandoSELECT, Express Employment 
Professionals gained the ability to qualify 
applicants and move them through their 
pipeline quickly and easily resulting in:

 Exponential growth in the size and scope 
of their applicant pool

 Extended hiring pipelines in key 
employment sectors

 Saved time via automating job posting 
operations






 

Express Employment 
Professionals Franchise


Meet with a PandoLogic representative to determine which 

solution works best for you.

 


We’ll scrape your job site, and our technology will 

optimize your open roles. 


 


Our team will help to establish your job 

advertising needs with pandoIQ.  


 
We’ll then work with you to determine your 

screening questions and create your chat for 

dedicated roles.  


 

View applicants for your roles and their chat 

responses in your own management dashboard.  


 


View your real-time dashboard to track insights 

and campaign performance.  


 


Our team will work with you to set goals and 

budget for your roles. Once you approve, 

your campaign goes live. 


 


Get Started
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organic office growth
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Saved


